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Abstract  

Social media has revolutionized the way people communicate with one another, allowing 

individuals to communicate with anyone in the world at any time. These additional social 

opportunities increase the frequency with which people can seek attention and enhance their 

image. Related maladaptive social behaviors have been tied to undermined psychological 

wellbeing. Because deficits in self-control have been linked to false presentations and dishonesty 

in “real life,” we investigated whether self-control may predict such behaviors on social media, 

specifically Facebook. Study 1 furnished evidence for the reliability and validity of our attention-

seeking and image-enhancement scales, and demonstrated that trait self-control is negatively 

related to attention-seeking and image-enhancement. Study 2 replicated these findings while also 

employing an experimental design to test the causal link between trait and state self-control (i.e., 

ego depletion) and actual behavior online. However, depleted participants were not more likely 

than nondepleted participants to make an attention-seeking or image-enhancing post on 

Facebook. Implications suggest that self-control may be a good target for interventions that 

protect against social media’s negative effects on wellbeing.         

(173 words) 

Keywords: Self-control, Ego Depletion, Social Media, Facebook, False Presentations, 

Dishonesty   
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Introduction 

        Communication is essential for human relationships. In the modern age, communication 

has become increasingly ubiquitous as technology creates new opportunities for social contact. 

While increased communication can benefit a society’s advancement in general, more 

opportunity for communication means more opportunity for false presentations of self and 

maladaptive communication. Often, people make an effort to present themselves as having 

certain socially desirable attributes, whether they do indeed have those traits (Gil-Or, Levi-Belz, 

& Turel, 2015). Yet, when this gap between real self and ideal self becomes very wide, research 

suggests that this is harmful to an individual’s wellbeing (Winnicott, 1960). Recent research 

suggests that individuals with low self-control are more likely to participate in dishonest 

behavior (Gotlib & Converse, 2010).  

Facebook is an example of social media that has enabled people to connect to other 

people all over the world at any time. In this new domain of social contact, more opportunities 

for false presentations and maladaptive behavior are available, including posting enhanced 

images or posting exaggerated statuses to seek attention. Recent findings suggest that false 

presentations are more common on social media than offline because it is easier to create an 

“ideal self” online than it is to do in real life (Gil-Or et al., 2015). Yet, no research has been done 

to test whether self-control deficits contribute to false presentations or attention-seeking behavior 

on social media. Hence, the aim of this paper was to test whether self-control is associated with 

and causes image-enhancement and attention-seeking on Facebook. 

In the remainder of this article, we review the literature and present our research and 

findings. In the first two sections, we describe the literature on social media and image-

enhancement and attention-seeking, then on self-control and image-enhancement and attention-
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seeking, respectively. Next, we describe our research. This includes Study 1, a correlational 

study with scales that were created to assess people’s tendencies to attention-seek and image-

enhance on Facebook. Then, we tested the relationship between trait self-control and both 

attention-seeking and image-enhancing tendencies. Study 2 aimed to show a causal effect of self-

control on image-enhancement and attention-seeking on Facebook.  

Social Media, Image-Enhancement, and Attention-Seeking 

        As in offline social contact, people are to behave in socially acceptable or unacceptable 

ways in online contexts.!Indeed, some people tend to use Facebook maladaptively (Smith, 

Hames, & Joiner, 2013). For example, people depend on feedback from others on Facebook to 

feel good about themselves and get upset when people do not “like” or comment their posts 

(Smith et al., 2013). People can also present false information online, violating the social norm 

of honesty and authenticity by posting enhanced images and exaggerated statuses (Gil-Or et al., 

2015). This is important because people want others to present themselves in a way that allows 

them to know their traits so people can decide whether to trust them and to predict future 

behavior. Consistent with this, individuals who present false information online are more likely 

to have lower self-esteem (Gil-Or et al., 2015), which serves as a barometer of social acceptance 

(Blackhart, Nelson, Knowles, & Baumeister, 2009). Most people lie on the Internet, and the most 

common lie reported by social media users was enhanced images (Drouin, Miller, Wehle, & 

Hernandez, 2016). People who use Facebook maladaptively, such as by making social 

comparisons, enhancing their image, and seeking reassurance or attention, also tend to be higher 

in depressive symptoms relative to people who do not use Facebook in those ways (Tran, 

Uebelacker, Wenze, Collins, & Broughton, 2015). Further, the more a person uses Facebook, the 

more likely he/she is to eventually use Facebook in those maladaptive ways (Chou & Edge, 
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2012). Past research has been mixed when it comes to gender differences on social media, but 

recent research suggests that there are not statistically significant differences on social media 

usage between men and women (Liu & Baumeister, 2016). 

In summary, as in the “real world,” Facebook affords social opportunities for people to 

misbehave, such as by intentionally seeking attention or enhancing one’s image. There has been 

little research into which individual differences beyond self-esteem (Gil-Or et al., 2015) or 

tendency to ruminate (Tran et al., 2015; Chou & Edge, 2012) predict such behavior on Facebook. 

Prior research suggests that self-control may predict false self-presentations (Vohs, Baumeister, 

& Ciarocco, 2005). Hence, our first study investigated the relationship between trait self-control 

and attention-seeking, image-enhancement, and maladaptive behaviors on Facebook. 

Establishing the construct validity of our new scales by employing the maladaptive Facebook 

usage scale, we sought to further test the relationship between self-control and attention-seeking 

and image-enhancement, respectively, in Study 2. 

Self-Control, Image-Enhancement, and Attention-Seeking 

        Self-control, or the ability to restrain or override one's own impulses, emotions, thoughts, 

or behaviors and replace them with a different response to bring them into line with social 

expectations and standards (Baumeister, Vohs, & Tice, 2007), has been linked to dishonesty and 

impulsivity offline (Vohs et al., 2005; Vowell & Chen, 2004; Muraven, Pogarsky, & Shmueli, 

2006). Self-control appears to be a functionally limited resource, that is, the more an individual 

uses it, the weaker his/her ability to override his/her responses becomes. This state of diminished 

self-control abilities is known as ego depletion (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, & Tice, 

1998). Research has shown that after using self-control on one task, people perform more poorly 

on subsequent tasks that also require self-control (e.g., Baumeister et al., 1998; Muraven & 
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Baumeister, 2000; Vohs & Heatherton, 2000). Furthermore, self-control depletion can impair 

impression management. For example, in one study, depleted individuals were more likely to 

talk too much, overly or insufficiently share intimate disclosures, or display egotistical arrogance 

relative to nondepleted participants (Vohs et al., 2005). Additionally, low self-control has been 

linked to other forms of dishonest behavior, such as copying another person’s exam (Vowell & 

Chen, 2004), and lying and cheating when solving logic puzzles (Muraven et al., 2006). This 

evidence underscores that people with lower self-control are more likely to lie or behave 

inappropriately offline. There is a gap in the literature when it comes to attention-seeking 

behavior and self-control specifically, however, we our conceptualization of attention-seeking 

behavior included posting “exaggerated statuses”, which can be a form of dishonesty and self-

presentation. Thus, we rely on the literature connecting self-control to dishonesty and self-

presentation to build our theoretical case. 

Given that the Internet facilitates and presents more opportunities for dishonesty (Drouin 

et al., 2016), we predicted that people with lower (versus higher) self-control would also be more 

likely to do so online. Accordingly, the objective of this research was to test whether (a) trait 

self-control is associated with image-enhancement and attention-seeking on Facebook and (b) 

self-control depletion (state self-control) affects people's choices to make a image-enhancing, 

attention-seeking, or neutral post on Facebook. 

Current Research 

Past research has established that people often use social media maladaptively and that 

self-control has been negatively associated with dishonesty and maladaptive behavior. Might the 

same relationships play out on social media? The aim of our research was to answer this question 

and test whether self-control is negatively associated with image-enhancement and attention-
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seeking on Facebook. Study 1 used a correlational design to measure the associations among trait 

self-control, maladaptive behavior, attention-seeking, and image-enhancement on Facebook. We 

created the scales for attention-seeking and image-enhancement from a larger survey on 

Facebook usage. We also examined sex differences in attention-seeking, image-enhancing, and 

maladaptive Facebook usage. In order to establish causality, Study 2 tested whether self-control 

depletion would lead to image-enhancing or attention-seeking behavior versus a more neutral 

behavior on Facebook. Specifically, we had Facebook users perform either a depleting or 

nondepleting version of the Stroop task before being instructed to post one of three things about 

themselves online: (a) post about yourself (attention-seeking) (b) post an enhanced picture of 

yourself (image-enhancement), (b) post about your favorite book (neutral). 

Study 1 

Method 

Participants and Procedure 

Participants were 309 adults representative of the United States population (M age = 

47.08, SD = 16.62; 146 male, 163 female; 3 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islanders, 6 

American Indian or Alaska Natives, 15 Asians, 40 Black or African Americans, 245 Whites; of 

which 54 were Hispanic or Latino) who signed up to participate in an online Qualtrics survey on 

Facebook Use, Opinions, and Personality through Qualtrics Panel, a quality online survey 

service. The survey took less than an hour and participants were paid $8 for their participation. 

Materials 

Trait Self-Control Scale 

This scale includes 36 items that measure how people typically self-regulate [e.g., “I am 

self-indulgent at times” (reverse scored), “I am good at resisting temptation”] (α = .92). 
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Participants responded to each item on a scale from 1 (not at all like me) to 5 (very much like 

me). Items were summed to create a composite trait self-control score. Scores could range 

between 36 and 180, with higher scores indicating better self-control abilities (Tangney, 

Baumeister, & Boone, 2004). 

Maladaptive Facebook Usage Scale 

We used 6 of the 7 items of this scale, which measures how people use Facebook 

maladaptively, defined as the tendency to seek negative social evaluations and/or engage in 

social comparisons via Facebook (Smith, Hames, & Joiner, 2013). Items included: “I tend to read 

the status updates of others to see if they are feeling the way I am,” “ Reading the status updates 

of others tends to make me feel down on myself,” “When I update my status, I expect others to 

comment on it,” ”When I update my status and no one comments on it, I tend to be 

disappointed,” “I sometimes write negative things about myself in my status updates to see if 

others will respond with negative comments about me,” and “When I update my status, it does 

not affect me if no one comments on it” (reverse scored). Due to a miscoding of the Qualtrics 

survey, participants did not answer the seventh question, “I update my Facebook status multiple 

times per day” (α = .71). Participants responded to each item on a scale from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Items were summed to create a composite maladaptive Facebook 

usage score. Scores could range from 6 to 42, with higher scores indicating more maladaptive 

Facebook use. 

Attention-Seeking Scale 

We created a Facebook attention-seeking scale that includes 4 items that tap into how 

people seek attention on Facebook: “I post at least once a day on Facebook,” “ I like and 

comment on my friends’ posts,” “I share more on Facebook than I do in real life,” and, “I change 
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my profile picture because I change how I am feeling” (α = .75). Participants responded to each 

item on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Items were summed to create a 

composite attention-seeking behavior score. Scores could range between 5 and 35, with higher 

scores indicating more attention-seeking behavior. 

We performed an exploratory factor analysis using oblique rotations (direct oblimin) with 

a minimum eigenvalue of 1 to test whether the scales tapped into a single construct. One 

attention-seeking factor emerged that accounted for 63.85% of the variance with an eigenvalue 

of 2.554. All variables loaded on this factor above .69. In order to further validate this scale, we 

include correlations with theoretically similar but distinct constructs (image-enhancement and 

maladaptive Facebook use) in the Results section. 

Image-Enhancement Scale 

We created this scale that includes 7 items that capture how people enhance their image 

on Facebook. Four of the questions capture people’s active, approach-oriented, thoughts and 

actions focused on maintaining their online image: “I update my profile picture more than once a 

month,” “I only post and allow others to post flattering pictures of myself,” “ My Facebook page 

makes my life seem more exciting and fun than it actually is,” and “My Facebook page reflects 

my personality well.” Three of the questions tap into people’s passive, avoidance-oriented, 

thoughts and actions focused on maintaining their online image: “I avoid posting about some 

topics for fear of breaking social norms,” “I worry that others judge me based on my Facebook 

page,” and “I am afraid of social consequences from posting too much on Facebook.” 

Factor analysis verified that this scale should be broken down into two sub-scales. As 

expected, four items loaded (> .43) onto the Active Enhancement factor, which accounted for 

43.48% of the variance with an eigenvalue of 3.479. The remaining three items loaded (>.76) 
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onto the Passive Enhancement factor, which accounted for 12.78% of the variance with an 

eigenvalue of 1.022. One item, “Facebook only reflects part of my personality,” was removed 

from the scale as it did not load above the .3 minimum on either factor. Participants responded to 

each item on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Items were summed to 

create a composite image-enhancement score [active (α = .75), passive (α = .72), and overall (α = 

.81)]. Scores could range from 8 to 56, with higher scores indicating more image-enhancement. 

In order to further validate this scale, we include correlations with theoretically similar but 

distinct constructs (attention seeking and maladaptive Facebook use) in the Results section. 

Results and Discussion 

Validity Analysis 

See Table 1. Scores on the attention-seeking and on the image-enhancement scales were 

highly correlated with scores on the maladaptive Facebook use scale. The attention-seeking and 

image-enhancement scales were moderately correlated. These correlations suggest that these 

scales measure constructs that are highly related but distinct, furnishing evidence of convergent 

validity. 

Table 1 

Study 1: Correlations 
 

Attention-seeking 
behavior 

Image 
Enhancement 

Maladaptive 
Usage 

Attention-seeking 
behavior 

…   

Image Enhancement .456***
 …  

Maladaptive Usage .587***
 .609***

 … 

Note. N = 307 for all comparisons. 
†
p < .10. *p < .05. **

p < .01. ***
p < .001. 
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Primary Analysis 

We tested each of our hypotheses by performing three two-tailed Pearson correlation 

analyses with trait self-control as the first variable and attention-seeking, image-enhancement, 

and maladaptive behavior as the second variables, respectively. See Table 2 for descriptive 

statistics and correlation results. 

Table 2 

Study 1: Descriptive Statistics 

(N= 307) Mean SD Trait Self-Control (r) 

Attention-seeking behavior 3.15 1.31 -.182**
 

Image Enhancement 3.12 .963 -.214**
 

Maladaptive Usage 2.84 1.21 -.279**
 

MEN (N = 162) Mean SD Trait Self-Control (r) 

Attention-seeking behavior 3.25 1.31 -.135†
 

Image Enhancement 3.21 .878 -.214***
 

Maladaptive Usage 2.94 1.21 -.228***
 

WOMEN (N = 145) Mean SD Trait Self-Control (r) 

Attention-seeking behavior 3.04 1.31 -.243** 

Image Enhancement 3.02 1.04 -.232** 

Maladaptive Usage 2.72 1.19 -.348*** 

Note. SD = standard deviation. R = Pearson correlation coefficient.  
†
p < .10. *p < .05. **

p < .01. ***
p < .001. 

 

We also measured the correlations between the scales of interest and trait self-control 

separately within men and women. In line with prior research, the difference between the 

correlations between trait self-control (TSC) and attention seeking behavior for men and women 

did not significantly differ, z = 0.166, p = .33. Likewise, the difference between the correlations 

between TSC and image-enhancement behavior for men and women did not significantly differ, 
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z = 0.16, p = .87. The difference between the correlations between TSC and maladaptive 

Facebook use for men and women did not significantly differ, z = 1.14, p= .25. 

We ran a T-test to determine if the means for each scale were statistically significant 

between men and women. The differences between means for attention-seeking did not 

significantly differ, t(305)= -1.42, p= .16. The differences between means for image-

enhancement did not significantly differ, t(305)= -1.74, p= .082. The differences between means 

for maladaptive usage did not significantly differ, t(305)= -1.50, p=.14. The differences between 

means for trait self-control did not significantly differ, t(305)= -1.60, p= .87. 

Attention-Seeking 

Consistent with our prediction, there was a significant negative relationship between 

attention-seeking behavior on Facebook and trait self-control. That is, the lower a person’s trait 

self-control, the more he/she seeks attention on Facebook.  

Image-Enhancement 

Consistent with our prediction, there was a significant negative relationship between 

image-enhancement on Facebook and trait self-control. That is, the lower a person’s trait self-

control, the more they enhance their image on Facebook. 

Maladaptive Usage  

Consistent with our predictions, there was a significant negative relationship between 

maladaptive Facebook use and trait self-control. That is, the lower a person’s trait self-control, 

the more they maladaptively use Facebook.  

In summary, the results supported our predictions. The lower an individual’s self control, 

the more likely they are to make an attention-seeking, image-enhancing, or maladaptive post on 

Facebook. The implication here is that resisting the urge to use Facebook as a platform for 
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attracting attention from “friends”, enhance their image online, or use Facebook maladaptively 

requires self-control, such that those who do not have high levels of that ability cannot resist this 

socially unacceptable urge. After determining these correlations, we wanted to test our theory 

further by designing Study 2, to establish causality between self-control and attention-seeking 

and image-enhancement. 

Study 2 

 Given that we established negative associations between trait self-control and our created 

scales in Study 1, we conducted Study 2 to determine causality. In other words, we wanted to 

determine a causal relationship between self-control and attention-seeking and image-

enhancement on Facebook, or whether low self-control led to attention-seeking and image-

enhancement on Facebook. 

Method 

Participants and Procedure 

We recruited 307 adults (Mage = 34.2, SD = 10.58; 162 males, 145 females) via Amazon’s 

Mechanical Turk. Participants signed up for an experiment called Facebook Use and Personality. 

The survey took less than a half hour and participants were paid $3.50 for their participation. 

Participants filled out demographics, responded to items of the trait self-control (Tangney, et al., 

2004) and attention-seeking and image-enhancement scales (see Study 1) before they performed 

either the depletion or control version of the Stroop task (to which they were randomly assigned). 

Next, they chose what sort of content to post on a Facebook group page: attention-seeking, 

image-enhancement, or about their favorite book. 
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Materials 

Trait Self-Control Scale 

As in Study 1, all participants responded to items from the trait self-control scale (α = 

.94; Tangney et al., 2004). Items were averaged to create a mean trait self-control score (M = 

3.47, SD = .67). 

Maladaptive Facebook Usage Scale 

In this study, participants answered the same six questions from the maladaptive 

Facebook usage scale (α = .74; Smith et al., 2013). Items were averaged to create a mean 

maladaptive Facebook usage score (M = 3.43, SD = 1.13). 

Attention-Seeking Scale  

As in Study 1, all participants responded to the attention-seeking scale (α = .75). Items 

were averaged to create a mean attention-seeking score (M = 3.86, SD = 1.34). We also 

performed a confirmatory factor analysis using oblique rotations (direct oblimin) with a 

minimum eigenvalue of 1 to confirm whether attention-seeking scale items tapped into a single 

construct. One attention-seeking factor emerged that accounted for 51.22% of the variance with 

an eigenvalue of 2.56. All variables loaded on this factor above .51.  

Image-Enhancement Scale 

As in Study 1, participants responded to the image-enhancement scale (α = .70). Items 

were averaged to create a mean image-enhancement score (M = 3.74, SD = 1.01). We performed 

a confirmatory factor analysis using oblique rotations (direct oblimin) with a minimum 

eigenvalue of 1 to confirm whether our image-enhancement scale tapped into a single construct. 

Two image-enhancement factors emerged again, including one passive and one active that 
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accounted for 36.53% and 19.29% of the variance with eigenvalues of 2.92 and 1.54, 

respectively. All variables loaded on these factors above .37.  

Stroop Task 

This version of the Stroop task entails that participants respond to 96 trials, each of which 

includes the presentation of a color-word (“red”) that may or may not be in the color of the font 

(e.g., “red” could be written in red- or in green-colored font). If assigned to the ego depletion 

condition, individuals completed a Stroop task in which all the trials were incongruent (e.g., the 

word “red” was in a green font), whereas those in the control/no depletion group responded to 

congruent trials (e.g., the word red was in a red font). Colors and words included red, green, 

yellow, and blue. A comprehension check consisting of three trial questions was administered 

prior to the actual test to ensure accuracy/understanding of the task at hand. Participants were not 

allowed to proceed until they correctly responded to all three questions. 

Facebook Group Page 

Participants were asked to make a post on a Facebook page. They had three options, each 

of which is presented here exactly as participants saw them. The first choice corresponds with 

attention seeking (A), the second with image-enhancement (B), and the third with a more neutral 

posting, sharing about one’s favorite book (C) : 

(A) Post about yourself 

This is all about other people seeing what you post and responding to what you posted. Using 

words to gather a community around oneself is an important human experience in the modern 

age. You get to post something, anything, about yourself and ask a related specific or general 

question for feedback. If you post something positive, others can congratulate and honor you. If 

you post something negative, others can empathize and console you. 
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(B) Post an amazing picture of yourself 

This is all about posting photos of yourself. Being able to express yourself is an important human 

experience in the modern age. You get to post any photo of you and are welcome to edit it so it 

most reflects what you want to share. (Here’s one of our favorite free editing tools, you can just 

select edit a photo: -https://www.picmonkey.com/ - or use your own editing tools). Other people 

in the group can see the best version of you. 

(C) Post about your favorite book 

This is all about your favorite book. Reading about other people, places, things, information, 

stories, etc. is an important modern human experience.  Post the name of your favorite book. You 

can post in words a description of your favorite book (a few sentences is fine) or you can post a 

picture of your favorite book. This allows you to share about yourself and something other 

people might enjoy. 

Control Measures 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale  

This scale includes 10 items that measure an individual’s self-esteem. Items included: 

“On the whole, I am satisfied with myself,” “At times I think I am no good at all,” “I feel that I 

have a number of good qualities,” “I am able to do things as well as most other people,” “I feel I 

do not have much to be proud of,” “I certainly feel useless at times,” “I feel that I'm a person of 

worth, at least on an equal plane with others,” “I wish I could have more respect for myself,” 

“All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure,” and “I take a positive attitude toward 

myself” (α = .92). Participants responded to each item on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 

(strongly disagree). Items were averaged to create a self-esteem score (M = 3.06, SD = .65). 

Higher scores indicate higher self-esteem. 
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Extraversion: Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI)  

This scale includes 10 items that measure an individual’s personality traits. Of the Big 

Five, we were interested in Extraversion, which presumably predicts sociability on social media. 

Participants were asked if they see themselves as the following: “Extraverted, enthusiastic,” 

“critical, quarrelsome,” “dependable, self-disciplined,” “anxious, easily upset,” “open to new 

experiences, complex,” “reserved, quiet,” “sympathetic, warm,” “disorganized, careless,” “calm, 

emotionally stable,” and “conventional, uncreative” on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 

(strongly disagree) (α = .77). Five items of the TIPI were reversed scored, and then composite 

scores for each personality feature were calculated by averaging participant responses to the 

appropriate items. Only the results for Extraversion were used (M = 4.88, SD = .93). 

Self-Reported Attractiveness  

Participants responded to the following questions, which we used as a measure of 

attractiveness: “I would say I'm more attractive than _____% of people” (M = 50.28, SD = 

22.34) and “How would you rate yourself on a scale from 1 to 7, with 1 = not at all attractive to 7 

= extremely attractive?”  (M = 4.78, SD = 1.21).  Responses to the two questions were 

standardized and averaged for an index of perceived attractiveness of self  (α = .86). 

Results and Discussion 

We cleaned data in the following way. According to a priori cut-offs, we excluded 

participants who took less than 5 minutes or more than 40 minutes. The pattern of results was the 

same without such exclusions, except that including all participants in the analyses predicting 

post choice from condition led to trending or marginal rather than significant results. 
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Correlation results  

First, we performed three two-tailed Pearson correlation analyses with trait self-control as 

the first variable and attention-seeking, image-enhancement, and maladaptive behavior as the 

second variables, respectively. The correlations replicated the findings of Study 1. Both 

attention-seeking and image-enhancement were negatively correlated with trait self-control. 

Maladaptive Facebook usage was moderately correlated with both attention-seeking and image-

enhancement. However, it is important to note differences between the correlational patterns of 

attention-seeking and image-enhancement. Attention-seeking correlated with extraversion, which 

means the more extraverted an individual the more likely he/she is to seek attention on social 

media. Image-enhancement correlated with gender, such that men were more likely to report 

image-enhancing behaviors than women. Image-enhancement negatively correlated with self-

esteem and age. That is to say, the younger or lower in self-esteem an individual, the more likely 

he/she is to enhance their image. Additional correlations among extraversion, self-esteem, 

attractiveness, sex, and age can be found in Table 3.  
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Trait Self-Control, Attention-Seeking, and Image-Enhancement 

Next, we tested the hypothesis that trait self-control predicts attention-seeking and image-

enhancing behaviors on Facebook. Specifically, we expected that people with lower (versus 

higher) trait self-control would choose to perform (a) attention-seeking or (b) self-enhancing 

behavior rather than a (c) neutral (e.g., sharing an interest) behavior on Facebook. To do this, we 

used a multinomial logistic regression analysis, which accounts for the nominal rather than 

continuous nature of the outcome measure. Our model included trait self-control as the predictor 

and Facebook page choice as the dependent variable with the choice to post about one’s favorite 

book as the reference category. Trait self-control significantly predicted the likelihood that 

participants would make an image-enhancing post relative to posting about their favorite book, β 

= -0.56, SE = 0.21, t(393) = 7.17, p = .007, such that, as trait self-control increased by one scale 

unit, people were about 57% less likely to post something that enhanced their image, odds ratio = 

.571, 95% CI [0.378, 0.860]. Trait self-control did not significantly predict the likelihood of 

people seeking attention on a post relative to posting about their favorite book, β = -0.19, SE = 

0.18, t(393) = 1.14, p = .287, odds ratio = .824, 95% CI [0.578, 1.176]. Perhaps this is because 

attention-seeking posts can vary much more than image-enhancing posts. That is to say, posts 

could be as short as one sentence about the poster’s occupation, or paragraphs about his/her life, 

which tap into tendencies to seek attention to varying levels though the outcome is viewed as a 1 

versus 0. 

Testing our hypothesis in another way, we combined attention-seeking and self-

enhancing behavior into one variable and compared the likelihood of doing either as compared 

with posting about one’s favorite book. Accordingly, we used logistic regression analysis, with 

trait self-control as the predictor and either behavior and book post as dichotomous outcome 
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variables (controlling for self-esteem, personality, and perceived physical attractiveness yielded 

the same results). Trait self-control significantly predicted the likelihood of people’s posting 

either of the Facebook choices (attention-seeking or image-enhancement) relative to posting 

about their favorite book, β = 0.34, SE = 0.16, t(393) = 4.07, p = .03, such that, as trait self-

control increased by one scale unit, people were about 1.41 times less likely to post something 

that enhanced their image or garnered attention, odds ratio = 1.408, 95% CI [1.033, 1.917]. This 

finding is consistent with past research that shows that individuals lower in self-control are more 

likely to be dishonest and self-present (e.g., Vohs et al., 2005; Vowell & Chen, 2004; Muraven et 

al., 2006). 

State Self-Control, Attention-Seeking, and Image-Enhancement 

We also tested the hypothesis that condition (state self-control) would predict attention-

seeking and image-enhancing on Facebook. Specifically, we expected that people in the 

depletion condition were more likely to choose to perform (a) an attention-seeking or (b) a self-

enhancing behavior rather than (c) neutral behavior on Facebook relative to the control 

condition. First, we used multinomial logistic regression analysis, which accounts for the 

nominal rather than continuous nature of the outcome measure. Specifically, our model included 

condition (depletion versus control) as the predictor and Facebook page choice as the dependent 

variable with the book posting control group as the reference category. Condition did not 

significantly predict the likelihood of people posting an attention-seeking post relative to posting 

about their favorite book, β = -0.32, SE = 0.24, t(393) = 1.79, p = .181, odds ratio = .730, 95% CI 

[0.460, 1.158]. Condition also did not significantly predict the likelihood of people posting an 

image-enhancing post relative to posting about their favorite book, β = -0.26, SE = 0.26, t(393) = 
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0.986, p = .321, odds ratio = .770, 95% CI [0.460, 1.129]. Controlling for self-esteem, 

personality, and perceived physical attractiveness yielded the same results. 

As in the prior section, we combined attention-seeking and self-enhancing behavior into 

one variable and compared the likelihood of doing either as compared with posting about one’s 

favorite book. Condition did not significantly predict the likelihood of people posting either an 

attention-seeking or image-enhancing post relative to posting about their favorite book, β = 0.29, 

SE = 0.20, t(393) = 2.07, p = .150, odds ratio = 1.34, 95% CI [0.900, 1.996].  

General Discussion 

Social media has become a new platform for individuals to communicate all the time, and 

therefore to seek attention from and enhance one’s image with social partners. In the current 

research, we tested whether self-control predicted attention-seeking or image-enhancing 

tendencies on Facebook. To do this, we created two social media usage scales that tap into 

attention-seeking and image-enhancement behaviors on Facebook, respectively. Further, we 

established that trait self-control is associated with attention-seeking and image-enhancing on 

Facebook. Specifically, Study 1 found that the lower an individual’s trait self-control, the more 

likely he or she is to report engaging in maladaptive, attention-seeking, or image-enhancing 

behaviors on Facebook. To expand upon these findings, we sought to test the causal relationships 

between self-control and attention-seeking and image-enhancement. Study 2 demonstrated that 

trait self-control was associated with self-report image-enhancing and attention-seeking 

tendencies on Facebook. Further, trait self-control predicted actual image-enhancing behavior 

but not actual attention-seeking behavior on Facebook. Individuals with lower self-control were 

more likely to choose either the attention-seeking or image-enhancing post relative the neutral 

post, which was about a favorite book. State self-control (ego depletion) was not a significant 
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predictor of attention-seeking or image-enhancing behavior, as the Stroop task may have not 

been long enough to successfully depleted participants.  

Implications and Future Directions  

The results of the current research have both practical and theoretical implications for 

social media research and wellbeing. Social media has greatly impacted young adults, as 

increased Facebook use is associated with a decline in wellbeing (Kross et al., 2013). Our 

research suggests that one possible predictor for attention-seeking or image-enhancing online 

could be low self-control, and these types of social dishonesty and false presentations have been 

associated with diminished wellbeing (Winnicott, 1960). People know they should not be 

dishonest (Drouin et al., 2016), however, individuals were still more likely to choose the 

attention-seeking or image enhancing post if they had lower self-control than the control post. In 

other words, even though being dishonest can diminish an individual’s wellbeing, people with 

low self-control have difficulties resisting seeking attention or enhancing their image. One 

reason people use Facebook in these way is to feel better about themselves by depending on 

positive feedback from their peers, but people also risk receiving negative feedback (Smith et al., 

2013). Furthermore, the more an individual uses Facebook, the more likely he/she is to use it 

maladaptively (Chou & Edge, 2012), which undermines wellbeing (Tran et al., 2015). By posting 

exaggerated statues and enhanced images, people stray further and further from their true selves, 

which also undermines wellbeing (Winnicott, 1960). In order to combat this issue of using social 

media in a way that undermines wellbeing, one promising avenue is to increase users’ self-

control, which would allow individuals to override the impulses to seek attention or enhance 

their image on Facebook. Research suggests that regular exercise (Oaten & Cheng, 2007), good 

habits, and practicing self-control (de Ridder, Lensvelt-Mulders, Finkenauer, Stok, & 
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Baumeister, 2012; Hofmann, Luhmann, Fisher, Vohs, & Baumeister, 2014) can help strengthen 

self-control in long term. Therefore, future research should test whether improving the self-

control of Facebook users helps them resist image-enhancing or attention-seeking posts, thereby 

protecting their wellbeing. In addition, future research should test the relationships among the 

variables we have focused on in different social media domains, such as Twitter or Instagram. 

One key component of social media posting is the response an individual receives from 

friends on the post, evidenced by many participants in our study ending their posts with requests 

for feedback. Future research would benefit from examining how other people react to the 

attention-seeking or image-enhancing posts, and if they are more likely to ostracize an individual 

through the Internet for such posts, which can undermine wellbeing. 

Limitations  

There are some factors that limit the conclusions that can be drawn from this research 

until findings can be replicated and extended. First, the mean age of participants was 34, 

however social media usage is mostly among young adults age 18-29 (Pew Research Center, 

2017). Second, people all over the world use social media, yet our studies examined adults in the 

United States. Third, though the scales we created reliably measured attention-seeking and 

image-enhancing behavior, they were created from a larger general Facebook use survey, which 

did not allow for the best possible scales. Finally, the Stroop task was used to deplete 

participants, but it may not have been successful. On average, participants took 5 minutes to 

complete the Stroop task. Research suggests that in order for individuals to be depleted, the task 

needs to be around 10 minutes in length (Hagger et al., 2016). 

Notwithstanding these limitations, several factors enhance our confidence in these 

findings. First, we measured actually behavior on Facebook in Study 2 in addition to having 
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participants report their online behaviors in both studies. Also, we were able to replicate our 

findings from Study 1 in Study 2, which showed that individuals with low self-control were more 

likely to report and post attention-seeking and image-enhancing content on Facebook. Finally, 

the sample in our first study was representative of the United States adult population, so the 

results can be generalized to that population. 

Concluding Remarks 

 In summary, self-control predicted social media users’ attention-seeking and image-

enhancing tendencies on Facebook. People with lower trait self-control were unable to resist the 

urge to seek attention or enhance their image on Facebook and instead choose a neutral post 

about their favorite book when given the opportunity to go on the research group’s Facebook 

page. Although state self-control did not predict these behaviors, adjustments to the depletion 

task should be made in the future. Social media is rapidly growing in its outlets and users. Many 

individuals are being adversely affected by social media usage; therefore, it is imperative to find 

the causes of these false presentations and attention-seeking behaviors. With the results of our 

research, interventions should focus on strengthening individuals’ self-control so we can look to 

diminish these negative outcomes.  
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